FRIENDS OF LAW STUDENTS
(who wish to study w/the law student)

Policy
Friends, spouses, significant others, etc., frequently wish to enter the building with their partner and study while he/she is studying. People are not granted admission for this purpose.

Background
There has been much debate over this particular rule. Those people inconvenienced by the rule find it extremely irritating, and frequently wish to know how they can protest the rule. The answer, of course, is the same as with any complaint--see Margaret Leary, Barbara Garavaglia or Bobbie Snow between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. Their addresses and phone numbers are on the access policy sheet.

Alternative
The law student may be offered the choice of studying with his friend in the Reading Room. Some will not like to do this, but for others it may be an acceptable solution.